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Ab s t ract
This study explored how staff of a drop-in center for
homeless youth interacted with clients. Specif icaIly, it
examined the roles of paternalism and self-deterrninat.ion at
the agency. In order to determine degrees of paternali-sm,
fifteen subjects were asked to respond to four vignettes.
The st.udy results suggest that paternalism may be used as a
tool for supporting clients. Classic justifications for
paternalistic interventions were appfied to the homeless
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of Health and Human Services, The
Bureau and the National Network of
and Youth Servi-ces esti-mate that there are over one-
half mifli-on unaccompanied teenage homeless youth in the
United States (Shane, 1991) . This number is growing at an
alarming rate (Rotherman-Borus, 1991). While this is by no
means a new populat j-on (Shane , 79Bg; Tyler et dl . , L9921 , it
is one that has been largely ignored by social- policy until
recently (Shane, L991) .
Today, cities including Minneapolis, San Francisco and
Seattl-e of fer shelters, drop-in centers and transitional
living programs that are designed specifically for homeless
youth. Policy makers, social workers and human service
adminj-strators are faced with the challengi-ng task of
developing and implementing programs that help homeless
young people ident.ify and achieve their goa1s.
Because the recognition of modern-day unaccompanied
minors is relatively recent, there are many unanswered
questions about the role that social workers shoul-d play in
working with the population. The NAShI Code of Ethics and
the NASW Standards for the Practice of Social- Work with
Adolescents are written with the assumption that minors are
accompanied by their parents or legal guardians. Social
workers have not yet established professional- guidelines for
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work with young people who are estranged from their parents.
This gap in the l-iterature l-eaves practitioners and
administrators of homel-ess yout.h programs without cl-ear
direction from the professlon. This paper focuses
specifically on the ambiguity around the issues of
paternal-ism and self-determination with homeless young
people. Is maximiz:-rrg client self-determination generally
appropriate practice with this population? Or should youth
workers establ-ish expectations and conseguences much like
those set by parents of non-homeless youth?
Explorations of how sel-f-determination and paternalism
are employed in a homeless youth serving agency wiIl benefit
practitloners, the young people they serve, and the sociat
work profession. Direct servj-ce staf f will gain a bett.er
understanding of ways in which they can appropriately
support unaccompanied minors. As a result, interactions
with youth may be based on a solid philosophical framework,
not just what seems right at the time. Clients will sense
consistency from practitioners and agencles that have
struggled with these questions. Final1y, once the social_
work profession considers its role with this population, it
can begin to implement codes of conduct that will guide
practice wit,h homeless youth.
The princj-ple of maximizing self-det,ermination is a
fundamental- value of the social work profession. Early in
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the education process, each student is introduced to the
concept . A popul-ar methods text explains that, "basic
social work val-ues embody the beliefs that clients have the





difficulties as well as
free choice responsibly"
t,he right and capacity to
( Hepworth & Larsen, I 9 93 ,
NASW Code of Et.hics addresses t,he concept of sel f -
worker should makesocialdetermlnation. It states, *'the







of Social Work with
workers shal-I strive
p. 6). The NASW Standards for
Adolescents states that,
adolescents" iNASW,to empower
1993, p. 9 ) . Maximizing sel-f -determination and empowerment.
are val-ues that are deeply held by the soclal work
profes sion .
The Iiterature acknowledges that children do not
always have the capacity to make informed decisions and says
that limiting their self -determination may be j ustif iabl-e
(Abramson, l9B5) . However, the age parameters of childhood
are not specified. Unaccompanied teenagers who are living
on the streets or j-n squats are a unique lot that cannot. be
grouped with other children. Yet emotionally and
developmentally they are not yet adult,s. Often these young
people make decis j-ons that j eopardize their f utures and / or
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their personal- saf ety. In a step towards clari-fying the
rol-e of social workers with homeless youth, this study
examines t.he following j-ssues:
1. f s paternalism util-ized as a method of supporting
homel-ess youth in a Minneapolis drop-in center?
2. Is maximizing seJf-determination a viable option when
providing services to homeless youth?
3. What Iimits to self-det,ermj-natj-on are used by social-
workers in their,invol-vement with homel-ess youth?
As background to exploring the above research questi-ons,
Chapter Two reviews the pertinent lit.erature.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Overview
The literature related to this study may be divided into
the following four major categories: definitions of homeless
youth, issues they face, suggested intervention strategies
and seJf-determination/paternal-ism. The first three
sections pertain specifically to the homeless youth
population while the sel-f-determination /paternal-ism
literature is drawn from more general discussions of the
social work profession.
Definitions of Eome]-ess Youth
Our society has been slow to recognize the existence of
modern-day homeless youth. In fact, this group was not
officially recognized untj-l- 1980 when the Runaway Youth Act
was renamed the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (Shane,
1991) . Their advocates say that they have been treated as
"non-people" (Shane, 1991) and as an "invisibl_e" population
(Bucy & Nichols, 1997; Greenhlatt & Rohertson, 1993). OnIy
in the past two decades has awareness of the tragedy of
youth homelessness and the problems associated with it begun
to increase.
In an early effort to define characteristics of
homel-ess youth, Shane & Marjanovic-Shane (1986) have divided
youth without f amilies into f ive categories : 1) cast.aways,
pushouLs or throwaways
parents homes; 2) those
who have left by mutual
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who have been put out of their
who have been abandoned,' 3 ) those
agreement with their parents or




Table 1, Shane (1989)
and; 5) those who
a family emergency.
made a distinction
cannot be housed by
As illustrated in
be twe en
agenc j- e s
due to
runaway,




Categrories of Homeless Youth
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overnight, without












Those who had l-eft home wit.h the knowledge
and consent, and often the express wishes,
of the parents or other caregivers.
Those who where without a home against
t.heir wishes, due to circumstances over
which the youth and family had no control.
Those whose home situations were
considered so dangerous or unhealthy that
the state child wel-fare agency had removed
them from parental care and household.
Youth whose whereabouts were unknown,
a l- though pos s ibl y suspected and whos e
absence from home was without the known
consent of either the custodial parent or
the child; Lhese were divided between
those who had been abducted and others.
Mj-ssing
( Source: Shane 1 98 9 )
Wilder Research Center ( 19 95 ) def ines homel-es s youth as
those who 'tcurrently have no parental, substit,ute, foster or
institutional home to which they can safely go. They are
unaccompanied mj-nors who have spent at l-east one night
either i-n formal- emergency
(p.s ) .
shelter, improvised shelter, or
on the st reets"
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Issues Facing Homeless Youth
On October 2f, L994, Wilder staff, youth workers and
vol-unteers conducted 114 surveys with homeless youth
throughout Minnesota. They were interviewed in shelters,
drop-in centers, schools, health clinics and on the streets.
Responses to each of the seventy-ni-ne questions asked were
reported on frequency distribution tables that were broken
down by geographic area (metro area vs. greater Minnesota)
and gender (ma1e vs . f emale ) .
To iltustrate Lrends wit.h homeless youth, the Wilder
report sufltmari zed seventeen key f indings of the surveys and
compared the results to a simil-ar study that they conducted
in 1991. Included in those results were the following
fj-ndings:
. Since 1991, the percentage of homel_ess
youth in need of medical attention has increased
form 198 to 31%.
. Compared to the general population of 11-
11 year olds, youth who experience homelessness
are nearly three times more likery to have been
sexually or physicalry abused and six times more
likely to report. that they have no close friends.
. The average at which homeles s yout,h begin
to live on their own is 14.3 years.
I More than one third of arl homeless youth
have been recently tord by a doctor or nurse that
they have a serious mental_ health problem.
. Conflict with parents is Lhe most common
reason f or youth to be homel_ess . (pp. v-vi )
The titerature consistently indlcates that homeless
youth often come from abusive homes(Powersr Eckenrode &
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Jakl-itsch, 19 90; Lev j-ne, Metzendorf & VanBorsskirk, 19I 6 ) ,
Many families from which homeless youth come have
experienced chronic f amily conf l-ict and / or violence.
Kennedy's (1991) research indicated that homel-ess youth had
been subjected to physical, emotional and sexual abuse as
weJI as neglect when living at home.
Stefandidis et al. (1992) compared two groups of youth
who stayed in a Los Angeles shel-ter . The stabi L:-zation-
respons j-ve (SR) group actively worked to stabilize their
lives by working towards their goals, cooperating with
rules, being respectful, asking for help when needed and
assuming responsibilities. The stabj-Iization non-responsive
(sNR) qroup was comprised of youth who left the program
prematurely, did not f ol1ow the rules, ridiculed other
residents and disrupted group activities. Tt was discovered
that members of the SNR group tended to have had multiple
placement.s in a variety of residences . As a result, they
were fearful of relying on adults because they had been Iet
down by them in the past. The sNR group had learned
techniques for denying their depression and their need for
support from others, Finally, findings suggested that the
SR group tended to cling to staff and need more attention
then the SNR group. They were a1so more 1ike1y to identif y
thej-r problems and disclose their feelings.
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HomeJess youth are at high-risk of having a variety of
medical- conditions, mental heatth and chemical dependency
problems. Gerber (1996) found that homeless youth in
Minneapolis identified a need for STD testing, women's
health care, immunizations and routine physical exams. Bond
et al. (7992) report that, "a characteristic common to
almost al-l homeless children j-s early sexual initiation -.."
( p 17) . As a result, this group is at extremely high risk
of contracting HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases.
Greenbl-att and Robertson' s (1993 ) report of homeless
youth in California found t.hat one third of their sample had
traded sex for food or drugs. Powers et al-. (1990) found
t.hat at intake for runaway and homeless youth service
programs in New York, depression and poor self-image were
the most frequently identif ied probl-ems. Recognizing that
these j-ssues are common among homel-ess youth, Smart & Wal-sh
(1993) conducted a study to examine predictors of depression
in street youth. They found that youth who had higher sel-f-
esteem tended to be l-ess depressed. They al-so found that as
length of stays in youth shelters increased, depression also
increased. The study of Australian runaway and homeless
youth conducted by Heir et aI. (1990) found that both groups
had high degrees of hostility, anti-social tendencies,
depression and socia] isolation. Smart and Adlaf (199f)








at least three times
non-homeless youth.
heroin was found to
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greater then average for comparable
Use of drugs such as cocaine, LSD
be at least ten times higher than
lived at home.
attitudes of street. kids towards
Ray (L992) found that homeless youth
own families rather then j oin ones
that are assigned to them. They reported that:
These chil-dren choose to make their own decisions
about how and where they are going to create their
own family system and whom they will j-ncl-ude in
t.heir systems . . . They create a f amily of their own
on the streets rather than surrender that control
to some adult system, who will choose their new
family for them" (p. 315) .
Suggested Strategies for Intervention
V[hiIe the maj ority of the literature regarding home]-ess
youth is descriptive, some authors have suggested speclfic
programmatic strategies for supporting these young people.
During the course of their cross-cul-tural study, Tyler et
al- , ( l- 9 92 ) ohserved a number of programs f or street youth
and found varying degrees of effectiveness. The successful
progralTrsr they report, "recognize the interpfay among youth,
family, peers, and society and make that recognition
explicit to the kids by acknowledging the reaIJ-ty, humanity,
and the point of view of the youth" (p. 210) . In these
prograrts r peer networks, youth leadership and cofltmunity
participation are fostered. This view is consistent. with
fru{#sf}elrg #'*ni*g* iliirrmrY
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Bucy and Nichols (1991) who believe that: "the most
successful prograrns are those that are coordinated with
other corTrmunity services. The service delivery focus and
style must address sel-f-esteem and other relat,ionship
building needs of young people. Any service educational,
health or recreational can build upon the personal
strengths of homeless youth and foster sel-f-dignJ_ty, hope
and a desire for change" (p. 69) . Hol-daway and Ray (1992 )
agree that an empowering approach is essential to connecting
with homeless young people. ttservices of f ered must be done
in a manor in which the young street person feel-s that he is
not giving up his or her control" (p.3f6) .
Rot.heram-Borus (1991) points to the i-mportance of
building trust when encouraging homeless youth to use
shel-ters. Youth workers strive to build trust by meeting
basic needs they give out f ood vouchers, ref erral-s to
medical care, etc. rt is hoped that once trust is
established, youth will accept a referral- to a residential
pf acements. In their discussion of HIV prevent.ion among
street youth, Bond et aI . (1992) al-so emphasize trust-
building. They suggest t,hat the goal in engaging the yout.h
shoul-d he to foster open dialogue and self-confidence.
The street youth has developed att.itudes of
mistrust and a singular cunning as resources for
survival. To approach them with farse attitudes
wil-I probably spoil the relationship sought, and
the youth will only try to Lurn friendship to
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their advantage, deceiving even their
interl-ocutors. Thus it is necessary to make
direct approaches without concealing intentions,
but without hurting the chil-dren' s susceptibility.
(p. 2r) -
Once an honest, sincere
education process may
that staff of
their dreams" (p 316) .
the trust to which these
relationship j-s established, the




should strive Lo take on a parental rol-e with
agencies
thei r cl- ient s .
Stefani-sis et al . (1992) suggest that: "programs might
cons ider the use of ol-der s ta f f who, d s parent surrogate s ,
can slowly develop relationships with these young people
that are based on mutual respect and trust" (p. 445) . This
idea is echoed by Hofdaway and Ray (1992) who say: "The
staff. . . often become part of these children' s famlIy
sysLems. They are often trusted and seen as caring and
helpful-. These staff l-isten to what the adolescents are
tel-Iing them, They l-isten to their hurts, their wants and
Obviously, it takes time to build
authors refer. There is agreement
be longt.hat, services to this vulnerable
term (Rothman, L994; Stefanidis
S eIf -de terminati on / Paternal i sm
population must
et dL, 7992j .
behavior emanates from a
and decisions"
Abramson (1985) defines self-determination as "that




own wishes, choices (p.387), rhe
int,eracting withof fostering self-determination is
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clients in a paternalist,ic manner. Paternalism j-nvof ves
infringing on a clients autonomy, Hepworth & Larsen (1993)
say that these j-nteractions "rest on the assumption that a
practitioner has the right to j-nterf ere with a client' s
right to choose because she /ne knows better than the client
what j-s for the client's good" (p. 73) .
The National Associ-ation of Social- Worker's Code of
Ethics states that professional social workers should *'make
every effort to foster maximum sel-f-determination on the
part of cl-lents" (NASW, 1993). Much has been written ahout
the concept of "self-determination". Central_ to the
discussion lies the debate over what degree of control
social work should exercise over its clients. Keith-Lucas
(7911 \ summarizes the cont roversy:
one side of the question involves such principles
as the right of persons to make their own
decisions, to satisfy their own needs, and to be
freed from interference from the stat.e or from a
self-sel-ected elite operating, it rnight be heId,
on its own cultural and sometimes individualistic
imperatives. The other side involves the
responsibility of the profession to prevent
breakdown, to put its knowledge to work, and t.o
achieve benefits it courd be assumed the cl-ient
wouJd have wished if he could have foreseen them.
(p. 353)
While social workers strive to respect the wishes of
their cl-ients, ethical dilemmas arise when they believe
those wishes interfere with the wel-i--heing of their clients.
Loewenberg and Dolgof f ( 198 B ) have developed guidel-ines that
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are intended t.o assist social- workers in maklng decisions
about ethical- dilemmas. The first step towards resolvi-ng an
ethica1 dilemma, they
If one or more of the
to consult the Code of Ethl-cs.
the Code appfies, they should
say, is
rules of
be followed. If the Code does not address the specific
problem or if the Code rules offer conflicting guidance, the
*Ethica1 Prj-nci-p1es Screen" (Table 2I should be applied. The
tool can be useful- in evaluating if it. is appropriate to
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(Source: Loewenberg and Dolgoff, 19BB)
Much of the literature on self-determination assumes
that every effort shoul-d be made to restore and maximize
sel-f -determination. The term "consumerism" has been used to
conceptuali ze
determination.
'*. . . clients of
how social workers can foster self-
Tower (1994) describes the phil_osophy:
the human services are consumers in the same
way as are customers
of a grocery store.
that consumers pay
who acquire the services
Their consumption bears
if customer
either directly or I indirectly] " (p.
as consumers, clients are seen asL92) . When viewed
customers who should the services for which
But, what happens
buy a gun to kiII
get






himsel f ? The does not
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of fer any insight to this type of situat j-on. And al-l of the
literature on this topic assumes that. the cl-lents are adul-ts
or that children are accompani-ed by parent s who make
deci s i ons on thei r behal- f .
Whife ttrestriction of sel-f-determination" and
'*paternalism" have often been used interchangeably, some
schol-ars have wri-tten about the differences between t.he
concepts. Reamer (1983) argues that paternal-ism is a
specif ic f orm of denying self -determj-nation. When client
self-det,ermj-nation is denied, it may be done to protect the
cl-ient or protect others. In the case of paternal- j-smr se lf -
determination is denied for the sole purpose of protecting
the client from her or hi-mself . A second distinction
between interference with sel-f-determination and paternal-ism
invol-ves clj-ent goals. Even t.hough social workers are
guided to maximize self-determj-nation on the part of the
clients, t.here are t j-mes when it
withhold information from them,
worker may decide not to tell- a
is deemed beneficial- to
For example, a social-
sick person bad newsr even
the reaction to the newswhen solicited, out of
will cause stress that
fear that
wil} worsen her or his condition.
This form of restricting self-determination may he
considered hy some to be paternal-istic,
Ahramson (1985) makes a distincti-on between direct,
j-nformational and interpersonal means of practicing
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paternalism. In direct interventionf a person is prevented
from doing something she or he wants to do or is forced to
do something she or he does not want to do. Informational
paternal-ism involves providing false, misleading or partial
inf ormati-on. Interpersonal paternalism is " lbuitt] upon the
need and vulnerability of the client., the social worker uses
the trust the cl-ient puts in him or her to ca j o1e, persuade,
or manJ-pulate the client. into accepting the socj-al- workers
assessment of what ought to be done" (p.391) .
Given the restrictive and sometimes deceptive nature of
paternalism, social- workers and social work schol-ars are
concerned that it 1s practiced only when absol_utely
necessary. *'The person acting paternally should be
obligated to justify his or her act; the burden of proof
that an act of paternalism is morally acceptable ought. to be
on the person performing the act (Abramson, 1985, p. 390).
Reamer (1983) says that debates about justification for
paternalism reduce to conflicts over the right of clients to
well being and their right, to freedom from interference or
coercion (p. 2 63 ) .
Abramson (1985) outlines four instances in which she
believes paternalism is justified: 1) The crient is a
child who does not have the capacity to make an informed
decision. Abramson does not offer any specific information
about how to det,ermine at what age a chlld may make an
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informed decision; 2) A person is mentally incompetent or
not fulty rational; 3) The consequences of the client
action are " f ar reaching and irreversible" (e . g . a su j-cide
attempL) and 4) The paternalistic act temporarily
interferes with client freedom i-n order to ensure future
freedom and aut.onomy (pp. 390-391) .
Reamer (l-983) divides acceptabl-e justif ications f or
paternalistic acts on the part of t,he social- worker into:
1- ) attr j-butes of the cl-ient and 2l attributes of the




Attributes of ttre Client
Cl ient s
lead to
lack information that, if available, would
consent and interference,
Clients are incapable of comprehending rel-evant
information, €ither temporarily or permanently.
Clients consent to the paternal-istic
prior to the interference.
intervention
Clients are Ii kely to consent to the paternal-istic
intervention subsequent to the interference.
Attributes of the CLient's Situation
The harmful- consequences that are
interference are irreversible.
Iikely without
A wider range of freedom for the
preserved only by restricting it
client can be
t empora ri I y .
The immediaLe need to
against interference.
rescue overrides prohibitions
( Source : Reamer, 1 98 9 )
Reamer notes that these guidelines are intended to
offer practitioners areas for consideration when evaluating
if paternal-ism is j ustif 1ed. As with other ethical
diremmas, there is no f ormul-a that can be applied to
determine if one should act paternalistically.
Another discussion that occurs in the literature on
sel-f-determj-natj-on and paternalism involves the importance
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of making mistakes as part of the l-earning process. Hollis
(l-967) wrote:
Why do we put al-I of this stress on sel- f -
direction? Because we believe it is one of the
dynamics of the whole casework approach. Because
we believe that the soundest growth comes from
within. Because we want to rel-ease the
lndivj-dual' s own lif e energy to take hold of his
situation But for this growth from within to
occur there must be freedom, freedom to think,
freedom to choose, freedom from condemnation,
freedom from coercion, freedom t,o make mistakes as
well- as to act wisef y. (p .26j
As social- workers. if we act paternalistically to protect
the clientr we are taking away her or his opportunity to
learn through trial and error. This argument, while
compelling, does not answer the central ethical dilefirma:
What price must a client. pay to learn llfe's difficult
lessons ? At what. point is it most appropriate t,o 'trescue"
the client. at the cost of their learning?
Rothman et aI . (1996) hypothesized that **most social
workers use a range of directiveness modes or helping
strategies in working with clients" (p. 397) . They describe
four t'anchor points" that represent a continuum of
directiveness to cl-ient situations : reflective, suggestive,
prescriptive and determinative. Their research supports the
hypothesis and found a high percentage of the subj ects to
employ all four modes of dj-rectiveness.




To date, research of the home.l-ess youth population is
done to understand the
youth prior to their becoming
that most of them come fromhomeless. Findings indicate
f amilies that. could be or have been l-abeled "dys f unctional" .
The Iiterature recognizes that young people find themselves
without permanent shelter for a variety of reasons. These
reasons have been categorized, laheled and defined. The
distj-nctions suggest. that youth may have very different
needs depending on t.he circumstances that led to their
homel-essness.
Beyond the descriptive research, there has been
exploratory research designed to learn about the effects of
at.tachment history on stabil:-zation. This work suggests
that building trust wit,h homel-ess youth is oft.en a
chal-Ienging process for service providers but it is a
critical factor helping them in getting off the streets.




whi-ch social workers should int ervene in the
clients. There is wide-spread agreement that




It is argued that
teach new ski11s (HoIlis,
Lhis is the way to promote
L96'l , Rothman et dl . ,
is also recognized that Lhere are times when it
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is appropriate f or social workers to act paternal-istica1ly.
These circumstances have heen identified and discussed at
length (Abramson, 1985; Lowenberg & Dolgoff, 19BB; Reamer,
1983; Rothman, L996) .
Theoretical./ Conceptual. Fra^mework
While the literature has made several vague all-usions to
the rol-es that social- workers play in supporting homel-ess
youth, Do authors have examined the philosophies and methods
employed by agencies that serve these young people. This
study intends to be a preliminary step in fil}ing this gap.
A study of staff practices at a Minneapol-is youth-serving
agency will- further the understandi-ng of what is currently
heing done to help teenagers who do not have parent,al
figures. ft focuses on staff actions that indicate
paternalistic or self-deterministic approaches to practice.
The findings are incorporated lnto specific recommendations
f or social workers and t.he social- work prof es sion . As a
result, human service prof essional-s will be better prepared
to reduce youth homel-essness in an ef f ective, ethical
manner.
This research builds of the work of Rot,hman et aI. (1996)
who recognized that social workers do not always work to
maximize sel-f-determination and, in fact, it is not always





directiveness to define degrees of
involving exploration of a problem
or clienL group without offering any





practi L ione r
Sugges t ive involving exploration of a
with a cl-ient or client group in which
practitioner states a mild or tentative
for a di-rection to take.




involving consideration of a
a client or cl-ient group in which the
clearly indicates a course of action.
Determinat ive involving the use of an
j-ndependent action by the practitioner on behal f
of a cl-ient or client group without, their





these concepts to the staff of a drop-in
youth in an attempt to further





The design of this study is exploratory and descriptive.
The research employed a survey to col-l-ect information via
face-to-face interviews. Qualitatj-ve data were gathered and
analyzed f rom the interviews . Subj ect demographi-cs were
gathered and reported as quantitative data.
Research Questions
In a step towards cl-arifying the role of social workers
with homeless youth, this paper explores the following
research questions:
1. Is paternalism util-ized as a method of supporting
homeJess youth in a Minneapolis drop-j-n center?
2. Is maximizing self-determination a viable option
when providing services t,o homeless youth?
3. What limits to self-determination are used by
social- workers in their i-nvolvement with homeless
yout.h ?
Concepts, Units of Analysis, and Variab}.es
The following section defines the concepts, units of
analysis and variables employed in this study.
Sel. f -determrn ation '*t,hat condition in which emanates f rom
a person's own wishes, choices and decisions" (Abramson,
1985, p. 387).
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Paternaf ism 1) Denying self -determj-nation so a person does
not hurt him/hersel- f or others or 2) Denying a person
informatlon to reduce potentiaf harm (e.g. withholding bad
news from a sick person) (Reamer, 1983) .
Ilomel-ess Youth Persons age 15-19 who currently have no
parental, substi-tute, f oster or institutional home to which
they may saf ely go. They have spent. at l-east one night
ej-ther in formal- emergency shelter, improvised shelter, or
on the streets. (adapted from Wilder Research Center, 1995) .
Youth Worker staff of a youth serving agency who may or
may not have formal training in social work.
Anchor Points of Directiveness used as defined by Rothman
et al. (1996). See Theoretical/Conceptual Framework
section.
Unit of AnaJysrs individual direct service staff at
Proj ect OffStreets .
Dependent Variabf e staf f use of sel- f -det,ermination or
paternalism.
Independent VariabJ-e specif ic client s j-tuat,ion (as def ined
by case scenarios in questionnaire) .
Sa:nple Population, Location of Study
The study population was comprised of staff memhers from
Project OffStreets, a drop-in center for homeless youth in
Minneapolis. Since the agency does not require staff to
have formal training in social work, their famitiarity with
of sel-f-determination
Invitati-ons
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and paternal-ism varies








All staff who met the
staf f who: 1) worked at. l-east one I
in the drop-1n center, and 2) had
at l-east six months.




participate in the study via
sign-up sheet was circul-ated
a letter ( see
and staff were
Appendix A) . A
asked in person
The researcher
times . Fi fteen
one of




subjects were interviewed. The sample was
convenience and therefore it
were adminj-sLered at Proj ect
over a two week period.
Measurement Issues
was not random. Questionnaires
OffStreets in private offices
to
The following threats to accurate measurement were
identified. The research design incorporated techniques
reduce these threats whenever possibl_e.
t . Threat s to Reliability
The results of this research are only reliable if the
subj ects comprehend Lhe scenarios that are presented in the
questionnaire. For this reason, the scenarios were read by
the interviewer and subj ects were able to read them from
their own copy of the questionnaire.
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client situations were predicted to vary
knew client.s. Itthe staff assumed they
is likely that there woul-d be less directive interactions
early in rel-ationships than there would be in developed
relationships. In an attempt t,o increase reliability,
subjecLs were asked to respond to the scenarios as if they
had al-ready establ-ished a relationshlp with the descrlbed
client.
Responses to
ba s ed on how wel- l
The client situations have










ol-d and race wa s not






In addition, situations in
pollcy dictate practitioner response
2. Threats to Internal- Val-idity
The survey questions were designed to solicit responses
that indicate paternalistic or self-deterministic responses
to the client situations . To do thi-s, the questions expl-ore
the practitioner's goals and thought process as wel-l as the
act j-ons they report they would take i-n each situation.
The great.est threat to t.he internal validity of this
study is social desirabilit.y bias. Since the study is not
anonymous I Teported reactions may differ from responses to
actual- clients. To minimize this ef fect, the questionnaire
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instructions emphasized the confidentiality of subj ect
responses.
3. Threats to External- ValidiLy
The results of this study are not general-izable, This
to paint a picture of how t.he staff at oneresearch helps
youth- serving
paternalism.
agency employ sel-f-determlnation andlor
Data Co].].ection Instnrrnent and Administration
All data was collected via interviews from the
questionnaire (Appendix B). The questionnaires were
administered through individual intervj-ews . sub j ects
received copi-es of the directions I a form to provide
demographic information, scenarios, and questions. After
reviewing the instructj-ons, participants were given an
opportunity to ask questions. Scenarios were read by the
interviewer and reviewedr ds desired, by subjects. The




Safe Zone. Safe Zone is a
in St. Paul .runaway youth
questionnaire,
pre-tested with three staff of
drop-j-n center for homeless and
fn the draft of the
first question
work with t.he
asked subj ects to describe
the goaTs of their described client.
the
During
wouJdthe pre-test, respondents tended to explain how they
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respond immediately after hearing / reading the client
situation. For this reason, the question that asked for
this type of information was moved from the last to the
f irst.
Data Anal.ysis
Interviews were transcribed in their entiret.y resulting
in sixty-eight single spaced pages of raw data. From this,
f our types of inf ormation were extracted: 1 . Direct j-ve
responses or indication of a directive approach, 2. Non-
directive responses or indication of a non-direcLj-ve
approach, 3. statements that provided insight as to how
suhj ects think about goal setting and 4 . References to
agency phil-osophy that guides goal setting. Information
that did not fit into any of these categories was
eliminated , Leaving ten pages of data.
The primary goal of the data analysis was to offer a
"snapshot" of how this staff facilitates decision making
with homeJess youth. Rothman's et aI . (1996) anchor points
of directiveness were used to define degrees of naternalism.
These concepts were app]ied to the statements made by
subj ects . The data analysis invol-ved looking f or common
themes among the responses.
Protection of Hr:man Subjects
The Associate Director of Proj ect OffStreets granted
permission for the study to be conducted (Appendix D) .
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Subjects were given a Consent Form (Appendix E) one week
prior to when i-ntervie\^rs began. They were given another
copy at the ti-me of their scheduled interview. The
voluntary nature of participation was stated in writing and
verbally. If sub j ects had become uncomf ortabl-e while
participating in the interview, they would have been excused
from it. (This did not occur. ) The study was approved by
Augsburg College's Institutional Review Board (IRB) to
maximize the protection of the subjects. The fRB number
assigned to this study is 96-22-3,
Summary of Method
This descriptive study posed three research guestions in
order to explore the roles of self-determination and
paternalism at a homeless youth servlng agency. A survey
was to developed to guide interv j-ews . I t included f our
vignettes that portrayed realistic
Agency staff were asked to describe they would respond
sorted into fourto each situati-on. Data was edited and
categories : 1 ) directive responses or indication of a
directive approach, 2) non-directive responses or indication
of a non-directive approach, 3) indications of how subjects





Chapter Four: Results of the StudY
Eighteen staff meL the eligibility crj-teria and
expressed an interest in participating j-n the study. Due to
schedul-ing conf licts, three subj ects were not interviewed,
As a result, the sample consisted of fifteen Project
OffStreets staff. The average interview length was twenty-
fi-ve minutes. The shortest one was twelve minutes and the
longest was thirty-six mi-nutes. The
the demographics of the suhj ects.
ProfiJ.e of Participants
Table 4 illusLrates the gender
following tables profile
(40%) were male and nine (60?)
female ratio of the sample is
staff.
of the subj ects . Six
female. The male Lo














were between twenty-five and thirty-fj-ve years
ages ranged from twenty-five
As shown in Table 5, over half
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to age fi fty-nine



















European-Americans comprised 61+ of the study
partici-pants. Eour of the fifteen subjects were from a
variety of unspecified ethnic backgrounds. In order to
protect confidentiality, the ethnicity of these four people
is not reported. OnIy one subject identified as African-
American, Ieaving this group of staff proportionately
underrepresented in the study. Table 6 illusLrates the
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Tab1e 6
Ettrnic :.lcy / Raeial. Background of Subjects
Ethnic/Racial Background N















at least two years
Eorty percent of in
four to five years.
twenty years experience.
15 100
number of years they had worked with
experience included work at Proj ect
opened in 1986, and other homeless youth
As indicated in Tabl-e J, all subjects had
of experience with this population.
terviewees worked with homeless youth for





































the educational background of the
Two-thirds of the sample hel-d a
of these were degrees in social
f ab].e I
Educational Backqround of Subr ects
Highest Level of Education N t















Subj ects' responses to client situations ref l-ect a
t,remendous range in the levels of self-determinat.ion and
paternalism employed at Proj ect offstreets . Due to the
small sample size, it is difficult to extract coflrmon themes
based on sub j ect sex, dg€, ethnic background, revel- of
experience or educatj-on. However, experienced staff did
tend to place more limits on self-determination than the
less experienced staff,
Ten of the fifteen interviewees stated or implied
at the
tha t
clients should or do determine t.heir own goals
of theagency. Nevertheless, during the course interviews,
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every subj ecL offered at least one paternalistic response to
the hypothetical- scenarios.
In applying subj ect responses to the anchor points of
directiveness, examples of each of the four levels were
demonstrated. The ma j ority of the staf f responses t.o client
situations may be classified as suggestive or prescriptive.
Table 9 provides samples of the suggestive responses.
In these client j-nteractions, the worker of f ered a mild
preference for a course of action.
Tab1e 9
Examples of Suggestive Responses






let her know that its
getting older...
very cold here in the winter
what you really want? Is this a positive way to
I would remind her that she is nineteen and she should start
preparing for when she becomes an adult.
I'd probably te]l- him that he deserves better and that he
should not allow himsel-f to be treated that way.
I guess I would start. by trying to get her to think about the
wi-nter and f inding a sa f e, warm place to s tay .
As seen j-n Table 10, there were al-so a number of
prescriptive level responses. In these examples, subjects
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cl-early indicated a course of action that client s shoul-d
take.
Table 10
I'd say, "Greg, we've got
I'd suggest that we talk
to get you to school
to the teacher here.
you from sl-eeping in
yourself, otherwise
" I'm not trying











He needs to continue
intervention to deal
social life.
his education and [he
with the di st raction
needs I some kind of
of his friends and
ult.imate goal is to get him out of prostitution. That is
main goal.
"You need to go see a nurse and you need to take care of this. "
Alt.hough less frequent
responses, there were al-so
qualify as determinatj-ve,
these interventions 1n which
of Lhe client without his/her
than suggestive or prescriptive
a numher of statements that
Tabl-e 11 illustrates severa] of
the practitioner acts on behalf
acqui-escence.
Exa.urples of Prescriptive Responses
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Table 11
ExampLes of Detemrinative Responses
I think I would determine the goals.
"I am going to take you to the emergency room right now. "
Ttre VialliJ-ity of Maximizing Self-determination
In spit.e of the large number of suggestive and
prescript j-ve responses and some determinative ones, there
was a genera1 f eellng expressed t.hat ref l-ective (non-
directive) responses are preferable. One staff person
sufirmarized this sentiment by saying, t'f think generally
there is an overtone here that we let the client determine
their own goa.l-s. "
This research suggests that bot.h paternalistic and self-
determini stic intervent.ions are used . f n responding to the
lnterview scenarios, none of the staff demonsLrated a
'*purely" self-deterministic approach, Three of the subject.s
offered exclusively reflective responses except when
addressing a heal-th concern, Every staf f expressed, dt very
Ieast, their own desire for the client with a serious cough
to seek medical- attention. Many went as far as to report
that they would give a direct.ive f or t he client to see a
doctor or nurse.
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A study of the data does not specifically answer the
research questionr "Is maximizing self-determination a
viable option when providing services to homeless youth?"
However, the literature and the data do suggest that an
excl-usr- veTy sel- f -deterministic approach is not viable with
this population. Table LZ extracts Reamer's ( 1983 )
j ustif ications f or paternal-isrn that appf y to homeless,
unaccompanied minors.
Tab1e Lz
Justifieations for Paternal.ism that Apply to Homeless Youth
Attributes of the C1ient Attributes of the C1ient, s
Situation




The harmful consequences that
are likely without
interference are
i rreve rs ibl-e .
A wider range of freedom for
the client can be preserved
only by restricting it
t emporarily .
The immediate need to rescue
overrides prohibitions
against interference.




attri-hutes of the client and client
at Proj ect OffStreets and were reflected
in the scenarios presented to staff . If Reamer,s
justifications are accepted as legitimate reasons for acting
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Whil-e the ma j ority of
should determine their own
made to thi s rul- e of thumb .
instances in which subj ects
self-determination when working
the st.aff believe that clients
goals, exceptions are regularly
Table 13 il-Iustrates the
stated or indicated a
paternal-ist.ic interact ion with clients . As mentioned above,
cl-ients who presented a medical concern consistently
received a paternalistic response. Most staff also
suggest.ed housing as a goal for the clients in all of the
f our scenarios I even t.hough none of them as ked f or help in
this area. Many staff suggested goals for clients around
exiting prosti-tution, connecting with their families,
completing educationr seeking employment or mental healt.h
treatment . In additionr several sub j ects stated or irnplied













Experi-encing serious health problems.
Not seeking housing/shelt er .
Engaging in prostitutj-on.
Not working to return home,




suspected of having an untreated mental
a Client is a mi-nor.
It is likely that the situations j-n which paternalism
was indicated in the interviews is not. a exhaustive list of
circumstances in which it is employed by staff at
Of f Streets. The scenarj-os that were presented in the
intervj-ews l-ead subj ects to address the above areas . If
other client situations were presented, different exampl-es
of the use paternalism may have surfaced.
Several statements indicated that agency policy guides
staff interactions in a number of these areas. Examples of
is to get you away fromthese j-ncl-ude,
t.he streets",
educat j-on, and
"Our main goal here
't...norma11y we deal with homelessness,
t,hen the employment unl-ess...there are mental-
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health issues." and "..our first. goal here is family
reunification. "
Sr:mmary of Results
E'if teen sub j ects participat.ed
an average of twenty-five minutes.
paternalism is used as a method of
in interviews that lasted





agency. Based on the literature and data, it al-so
that maximiztnq self-determination is not a lways
ofwith this population. There were a number
situations in which subjects consistently employed a




In socj-al work practice, the term "paternalj-sm" is
loaded with negative connoLations. The NASW Code of Ethics
instruct.s social- workers to avoid it by fostering client
self-determination and cautions against allowing worker
values to influence the helping process. At the same time,
this research indicates that paternalistic interactions with
cl-ients are common place at Proj ect Of f Streets . It may he
argued t,hat a paternal-istic approach with unaccompanied,
homeles s yout.h is appropriate and that the social work
profession must develop appropriate guidel-ines that
recogni ze t.he unique needs this population .
Paterna].ism Justified with Homeless youth
Applying Reamer's (1983) justifications for paternalism
to homeless youth suggests that the staff practices
ref l-ected in the interviews are j ustif ied by the attributes
of the cl-ients or t.heir si-tuation. A review of the
applicable justifications ilfustrates this point.
Jus tif ication 7 : CJ,ients are J.ikely to c,onsent to the
paternalistic intervention sr:bsequent to the interfererrce.
Young people who are homel-ess may appreciate the guidance
of f ered to them by Pro j ect Of f Streets staf f in the f ut.ure .
The literature clearly documents the dangers of street tife.
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Young people may not have the cognitive ability to
comprehend these dangers or their perceptions may be bl-urred
by drugs, alcohol, and intense relationships during teenage
years. Paternal-istic j-ntervenLion is likely to be
appreciated after youth have exited street l-if e.
Justif ieati,on 2: The haz:mful corz.seguences that are
IikeIy without interference aae irrerrersi-ble. Offstreets
staff suggest or insist on a c.J,ient course of aetion when
they foresee dangerou.s , unc.hangeabl-e
irreversible effects of streeL Iife
ilIness,
untreated




a re sul- t of vi-ol-ence or
reflected consistently in
scenario in which the cl-ient
concern.
paternalistic responses to
presented a serious health
the
cJ.ient c.ata be ;rre.serrred only by res tricting it
Arguably, clients may appreciate the direction
given by youth workers when they become adults.
example, a client may not set educational- goals
,Iustification 3: e wider range of freedom for th'e
persuasion by staff. However, once the client







gainful employment, further education) .
Justi.f ication 4: The funnediate need to rescue overrides
prohiJcitions against interference. A number of comments
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made in the interviews suggest that st.aff see one of their
roles as that of a protector. Eor example, in response to
the client who was invol-ved in prostitution I one sub j ect
said, t'I think I would determine the goals. I would make a
personal assessment on hls vulnerability. " In the mind of
this staff person, the percej-ved need to save him from
prostitution superseded his choice to engage in it. Since
homeJess youth do not have adul-ts in their lives to protect
them from dangerous situations, this, by default, becomes
the rol-e of t.he social worker.
Paternalisu and Parenting
The traditional roles of social workers require
expansi-on to reflect the unique needs of this *'invisj-ble"
populat j-on.
Youth workers at agencies like Project OffStreets must play
the role of substitute parent.
To illustrate t.his point, one may look at some of the
most direct j-ve statements made in the interviews. Examples
incrude, '*You need to see the docLor" and "Monday we,re
going to such and such a place, r expect to see you there,,.
While these directives certainly do not reflect a worker
ttmaximizing sel-f -determination", they do ref lect typical
modes of interacting with young people in our society. Each
of these statements would he appropriate if made by a parent
to his or her teenage son or daughter. when this type of
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guidance comes f rom parent.s, it is considered to be
nurturing. When it comes from social- workers it is labeled
"paternalistic".
While homeless youth do not have parents to direct and
encourage them, youth workers are trusted adults who are in
a pos j-tion to fulf iII this rol-e. It stands to reason that
the paternal-ism f ound at, Pro j ect Of f Streets is appropriate .
The Process of GoaI Determination
This study has documented that youth workers at Proj ect
OffStreets act paternalistically and it has proposed that
this intervention style is jrrstified. Given this, a major
question remains unanswered how are client goals
determined? Since goal setting is a value-laden process, it
is crit.ical that there is clarity around t.his issue. There
are three rna j or inf luences on the process : the client, the
agency and the worker.
RoIe of the CJ.ient in GoaI Setting
The assertion that a paternalistic approach is, at
times, appropriate with the homeless youth population, it is
not intended to diminish the importance of social- workers
maximizing self-determination. It is well documented Lhat,
in the mai or ity of ca ses / cl ien ts mus t s teer the helping
process (Hepworth & Larsen, 1 993 ) . The results of this
research and discussion suggest that the risk factors
associated wit.h being young and homeless of ten j ustif y
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exceptions to the rul-e. A paternal-ist.ic approach j-s not
determination, clients musL
their goal planning.
RoJ.e of the Ageney in Goal
input j-nto
Settingr
Next to the client., the agency shoul-d have the second
greatest influence on the goal setting process. When a
cllent chooses to accept services, he/she agrees to accept
the values of the agency. These values should be clearly
defined and stated t.o clients at intake so they may
determine if it is a place where they want to come for help.
varues that were consistently expressed by proj ect
Offstreets staff were: having shelter/permanent housing, the
importance of f amily relationships, tendi.rg to one' s health
(mental and physical), not prostituting one self, completing
education and securing employment. Clients who did not
express these values were likely to receive a suggestive,
prescriptive or determinative intervention.













staff shoul-d pfay a
goal determj-naLion.
of clients and the
rel-atively minor role in the
They are the l-ink bet.ween





the values of the agency. When there is a clash, they must
use their interpersonal skiIls to mediate.




process while recognizing that it is impossible
all- times. When agency values are wel-l- defined
goal setting
to do so at
and
expressed to staff, there is little room for staff val-ue
systems to influence the helping process.
Implications for Social l,ilork Practice
Thj-s research suggesLs that the social- work profession
needs to expand its ethicar guidelines around self-
determination. The NASW assertions that "the social worker
shoul-d make every effort to foster maximum serf-
determination on the part of clients" (NASW, 1993. p. 6) and
'*social workers shall strive to empower adolescents" (NASW.
1993, p. 9) require further development. The l-iterature
clearly documents that the homeless youth population is
exposed to a number of vo1atile situations. Unlike young
people who live at home, they do not have stable, adult
figures to steer them away from these dangers. social
workers must Iook beyond t.heir traditional roles and
consider their role in t're-parenting" homeless youth. rn
fact'f some may argue that it is unethical for social workers
not to act paternalistically and actively guide young people
away f rom street l_ife.
This study has emphasized the need for human service
agencies to clearly define and state their values and
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methods of intervention. This serves two primary purposes:




noL accepting services from the agency and 2.)
direction to staff so they can base their
strategies on agency poficy rather than their
personal values.
EinaIIy I a review of the literature ahout homeless youth
and the study of the role of paternal-ism at Proj ect
OffStreets has accentuated the fact that there is much to be
Jearned about this popul-ation. The limited literature and
the lack of professional guidelines regarding unaccompanied
minors suggests that, even within the social work
profession, homel-ess youth are somewhat "invisj-ble".
Areas for Ftrture Researeh
This study is a preliminary step towards understanding
how homeless youth are supported by social workers. While
it describes staff practices at a single agency, others are
Iikely to be very dif ferent. To hetter understand the rol-es
of paternalism and self-determination j-n supporting homel-ess
youth, this research should be duplicated at simil-ar
programs in Minneapolis and around the country.
There is a need for further exploration and
recommendations around how agencies define their val-ues and
how they are expressed by t,heir staf f . There are critical
questions that must be answered: What processes assist
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agencies in devefoping their value statements? How are
a qency
happe n s
values cofiimunicated to clients
questions
apply to
when client and agency vaJues
and sta ff? What
conflict. ? These
serving agencies, they
The discussion of the
do not. just apply to youth
all human service programs.
role of paternalism in social work practice is not compl-ete
until these issues are addressed.
Once we undersLand how the l-evel-s of directi-veness are
used by practitioners, the bigger and more important issue
of ef fectiveness remains. V'lhich approaches to supporting
unaccompanied minors lead to independence? The answer is
f ound in program eval-uation research. Social workers must
examine how the lj-ves of clients change as a result of
working wit.h agencies like Pro j ect Of f Streets . This type of
outcome-based research of human service proqrarns is still- in
its infancy and reguires further development.
Conc].usion
Homel-ess youth face a unique
that lead to unique needs. The
seL of l-ife-circumstances







circumstances leading to homel-essness and the real-itj-es of
street life Iead t.o signifj-cant emotional and physicaf
challenges. They are at high risk of exposure to HIV, drug
abuse, prostitution, violence, and depression and / ox anti-
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social- behaviors . As a resul-t of their experiences, most
homeJess youth require a great deal of relationship building
before they will accepL help from adults.
The concepLs of self-determination and paternal-ism have
received much attention. The social- work profession is
explicit in its directive to foster client sel-f-
determination. Paternalistic interventions musL he
j usti fied . Acceptable j usti fications for interfering with
client sel-f-determination have been discussed in the
I iterature .
Prior to this research, the roles self-determination and
paternal-ism in human service programs for unaccompani-ed
minors had not been examined. As a fj-rst step j-n fil-Iing
this gap, the staff of a drop-in center for homeless youth
were intervi-ewed. They were asked to explain how they would
respond to four typical- client scenarios. The data analysis
included an examination of sel-f-deterministic and
paternalistic responses,
Results of the analysis suggest that: 1) in general,
agency staff be1ieve that it is their rol-e maximize cl-ient
sel-f-determination,
determination and 3 )
2) staff frequently do foster self-
sacrificing self-determination for a
paternalistic
the agency.
approach to supporting youth is coflrmonplace at
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Commonly accepted j ustif icati-ons f or limiting self -
determination are appl-ied to homeless youth to develop the
argument that it ethical and, in fact, appropriate to employ
paternalism when working with this populat j-on. The limits
of the teenage developmental stage, combined with the
dangers typically faced by homeless youth, supports t.he need
for paternalistic intervention. This conclusion magnifles
several j-ssues around val-ues and goal setting.
Employing paternalism or limit.ing self-determination
j-nvolves replacing cl-ient wishes with those of someone eIse.
In this process, agencies must clearly define and state the
values it imposes on clients.
This research draws attention to the need for further
explorat.ion of the rol-e of paternal-ism 1n soclal work
practice. Even though maxirnizing self-determination must
rema j-n the standard f or practice, it does not speak t,o the
needs of the homeless youth popul-ation. These young people
require a type of support that fal1s somewhere between
tradit ional- social work and parenting . S j-nce they do not
have stable adul-t f igures in their lives, it is the role of
social workers to meet this need.
The message from this study to social workers is
captured in a statement made during the interviews. One
staff person excl-aimed, "I think we...have a responsibility in
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terms of pushing and evaluating goals...because we're it.
We're the only ones. "
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APPENDIX A: Letter to Potential Subj ects
February 3,1997
2417 Emerson Ave. S. #104
Minneapolis, MN 55405
212 N 2nd St., 3rd Floor
Minneapolis, MIrtr 55401
re: Thesis Research, Institutional Review Board Approval # 96 - 22 - 3
Dear Project OffStreets Staff,
As part of my MSW program at Augsburg College, I am doing research to learn about the
levels of directiveness used by Project OffStreets staff in their interactions with clients. I
would like to interview staff who work one shift per week in the drop-in and have been at
the agency for at least six months. The interviews will take approximately forty-five
minutes. I will be: l) gathering some demographic information,2) presenting four
made-up client situations and 3) asking you how you would respond to each one.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary and if you decide not to sign-up
for an interview, it will not effect your relationship with rne, Project OffStreets or
Augsburg College.
I rvill be passing around a sign-up sheet with time slots on it. If you are willing to
participate in an interview, please put your name in a slot that is convenient for you.
Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns about this research. I can be
reached in person at the MYDP Office Monday through Friday, or at 338-3103, extension




Aadministrative Proj ects Plauner
MSW Student, Augsburg College
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APPENDIX B: Questionnaire
Thank you for agreeing to parttcipate in this research
project. As you know, staff use varying levels of
directiveness when working with cltents. This study is
designed to explore the extent to which staff guide the
decision making of clients at Project Offitreets. The
research w,ill help social workers understand how homeless
youth are supported at this agency.
Yotr participatiort is voluntary and you mry skip questions
or discontinue participation at ilny time during the
interview.
The following _fou, scenarios describe made-up client
situations. For each scenario, please explain how you
would respond if you were working with the client. Please
fissume that you have lmown each person fur some time
and )iolt have estdblished a ffusting relattonship with him
or her. There are no right or wrong answers and your
replies will be kept confidential.
Infonmation Abo*ut You
Scenario #1
How rvould you respond to this client? (e.g. things you would say, information you
would gather, others you would contact, etc.)
In your work with this client, how would you determine the goals?
What would the goals be?
Scenario #2
How would you respond to this client? (e.g.things you would say, information you
would gather, others you would contact, etc.)
In your work with this client, how would you determine the goals?




How would you respond to this client? (e.g.things you would say, information you
lvould gather, others you would contact, etc.)
In your work with this client, how would you determine the goals?
What would the goals be?
S-cenario #4
Horv would you respond to this client? (e.g.things you would say, information you
would gather, others you would contact, etc.)
In your work with this client, how would you determine the goals?
What would the goals be?
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APPENDIX C: Permission to Conduct Study
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Augsburg Institutional Review Board
Augsburg College, 2211Riverside Avenue, Campus Mail #I86
Minneapolis, MN 55454-1 35 I
Dear Dr. Weisbrod:
I am writing to give permission for Matt Halley, MSW Student at Augsburg, to conduct
interviews with the staffofProject OffStreets. I understand that the interviews will be
voluntary and staff may choose to participate or decline to participate without
consequences.
If you require fi.rrther information, you may contact me at 338-3103, extension 120.
Sincerely,
Edward














CASE S{ANAGEMENT STYLES AT PROJECT OFFSTREETS - IRB # 96-22-3
INTERYIEW PARTIC IPANTS :
You are invited to be in a research study which is designed to explore the extent to which staff direct the decision mal
of clients at Project Offstreets. The study is being conducted by Matt Halley who is a Case Manager at Project
OffStreets and MSW Student at Augsburg College.
PROCEDURES:
Involvement in this study requires that you participate in an hour interview, during which time you will be asked to
complete demographic information and describe how you would respond to four made-up client situations. The
scenarios and questions about them will be handed to your for your review. They will also be read out loud to you. 'l
interviern, will be recorded on audio-tape and the researcher will take written notes.
RISKS AND BENEFITS OF BEING IN THE STIJDY:
The study does not involve psychological or physical risks" No one rvill be informed of your participation. At the en
the interview, you will be provided with the phone number for the free Employee Assistance Hotline to discuss any sl
that may have occurred during your participation in the research.
The study will help social workers understand how homeless youth are supported by the staff of Project OffStreets
There will be no compensation or other incentives for your participation.
COI{FIDENTIALITY:
Your participation in this study and your responses will be confidential. Your responses may be reported in the stud'
results but they rvill be reported in such a way that it will be impossible to identify individuals. The audio-tapes and
notes will be secured in a locked file and access will be limited to the researcher and his thesis advisor, Professor Gie
Rooney. At the compietion of the research project, alltapes and notes will be destroyed.
YOLUr{TARY NATURE OF T}rIS STTIpY:
Yor.rr participation in this study is at all times voluntary. Your decision to participate or not participate will not affecl
your: cuffert or futrtre relations with Project OffStreets, Matt Halley or Augsburg College. If you decide participate,.
are free to withdrawal at any time without affecting these relationships.
-C. 
ONTACTS AND QUESTIO
Please feel free to contact Matt Halley at 338-3103, extension 208 or Professor Glenda Rooney at 330-1338 with
questions about this research at any point during the study.
You will be given a copy of this consent form for your records.
STATEMENT OF CONSENT:
I have read the above information, asked questions and received answers. I understand that my participation is
voluntary. I understand the interview will be audio-taped. I consent to participate in this study.
SINGNATURE
DATE
SIGNATLIRE OF RESEARCHER
DATE:I
